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About This Game

The Furries Princess along with half of Furries Village has been kidnapped by the Evil Wizard. The remaining Furries have
launched a rescue mission. After miles of walking 5d3b920ae0
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Very good puzzle game :). I think at this point I am tapping out. 10+ hours and it's too grind-ey and annoying. I'll go back in for
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little bits but finishing this just feels like a chore. It has such potential, and if you are smarter than me perhaps it won't be as
infuriating for you. Play it for sure it's cute and runs smoothly for me, but it's a commitment if you want to get to the later
levels.. I think at this point I am tapping out. 10+ hours and it's too grind-ey and annoying. I'll go back in for little bits but
finishing this just feels like a chore. It has such potential, and if you are smarter than me perhaps it won't be as infuriating for
you. Play it for sure it's cute and runs smoothly for me, but it's a commitment if you want to get to the later levels.. Very good
puzzle game :). I think at this point I am tapping out. 10+ hours and it's too grind-ey and annoying. I'll go back in for little bits
but finishing this just feels like a chore. It has such potential, and if you are smarter than me perhaps it won't be as infuriating
for you. Play it for sure it's cute and runs smoothly for me, but it's a commitment if you want to get to the later levels.
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